
ICELAND 2023
During the February half term, 68 students experienced the Land of Ice and Fire. In two 4 day trips 
run by the Geography Department, students from Years 10-13 got to experience a unique country 

unlike any other on the planet..



Geography Department
Iceland trip

There was a jam-packed itinerary on both trips. These included:

Visiting Hellisheidi Geothermal Power plant - Here students learnt how the natural heat from the tectonically 
active country is used to provide sustainable and cheap energy to the area. They saw the new technology of 
carbon capture in action and had a giant snowball fight on the lawn! 

The Golden Circle Tour -  in a full day expedition, students visited a range of awesome natural features. These 
included the hot springs and water spouts at Geysir, the incredible power of water in shaping the land at Gullfoss 
and walking between two tectonic plates at Thingvellir National Park. They experienced a frozen waterfall and 
stood at the site of the first parliament in the world! 

Culture in Reykjavik City Centre - Students got to experience a walking tour of the harbour, to learn about the 
importance of the fishing and whaling industry to the country and visited a museum showing how life in settle-
ments on the island had changed over time. They then got to spend a couple of hours immersing themselves in 
the sights and sounds of the main road. 

Blue Lagoon Thermal Spa - This was by far the most spectacular part of the trip! Students got to spend 3 hours 
in the world famous Blue Lagoon, a natural geothermal pool. They had a silica mud mask and a drink from the 
bar whilst immersed in the relaxing milky waters of the lagoon! Bliss! 

The students were incredibly respectful on the trip and fully engaged in the new opportunities which were given 
to them. They embodied our college values. #Proud #Respectful #InspireOpportunities





Trip 2 students visiting the The 
Hellisheiði Geothermal  Power Station  

in Hengill, southwest Iceland.





The spectacular Hallgrímskirkja Church 
set on top of a hill in the centre of 
Reykjavik is a sight to behold. 
It was designed to reflect the trap rocks, 
mountains and glaciers of Iceland’s 
landscape. Standing at 244ft it can be seen 
from anywhere in the city. 



What was your favourite part of the trip and why?

• Being with friends and getting closer to the teachers.
• The Blue Lagoon, it was once in a lifetime opportunity to go there for me.
• Reykjavik because I liked how small and safe the city felt, and also how colourful and interesting it all was, 

for example the rainbow road and the theatre by the coast.  
• The golden circle. I liked this because I was able to see some of the most incredible natural landforms.

Can you describe how you felt the trip made you feel?

• The trip made me excited because I was learning about different cultures and experiencing new things.
• Amazed I’ve never been out of the UK before and being able to see how Icelandic people live and how they 

survive living in an extremely cold country is really interesting.
• The trip made me feel more respectful toward how lucky we are to live on the earth and how we could change 

the way we use water and electricity.
• It made me feel a lot more happy, I’m able to socialise more now as well.

Did the trip help you work on any of our college’s core values? 

• I was given courage to talk to people I wouldn’t usually speak to and I was determined to find out more about 
Icelandic culture.

• It helped me work on Pride because I wasn’t just representing the school I was representing the United   
Kingdom.

• Courage as I needed courage to make new friends on the trip.
• All of the above I learned to respect their cultures and I was able to go on a plane for the first time with the 

determination to climb the hills with slippery slopes and slippery stairs!

What would you say to any of the younger students in college who might be thinking about 
signing up next time? 

• Definitely do it. It was an amazing experience and I would definitely do it all over again if I got the choice to!
• Do it you will have an amazing time and it’s a one in a lifetime experience you learn loads of new things every 

penny spent was worth it. Go. You won’t regret it!
• Pack warm clothes, don’t try to act cool. It literally is too cool for you!

Student Voice
Iceland Trip Q&A



RE Department
Easter egg appeal 

Happy Easter

Thank you so much to all parents, carers and students 
that donated 93 easter eggs to us. Students helped 
to make cards which were attached and given to SVP 
and other people in our community who are in need 
this Easter .

Liturgical worship

Liturgical Worship this week reflected upon the Stations of the cross and how we can help those in need this 
easter time, linked to CAFODs lent appeal.  Year 7 students listened quietly to Eve and Antonia as they gave 
their readings. Afterwards, names were chosen randomnly from a box and those students were awarded for 
various reasons from attendance to good behaviour with an easter egg each. Well Done!

Cafod Appeal
The Big Walk

We participated in CAFODS Big Lent walk and the aim 
was to walk 200km for charity.

With the support of the Faith in Action team and 6th 
form Yr 7 spent lunch times and an inspire time walk-
ing, they managed 193km on their own, reflecting upon 
Poverty around the World. Yr 8 and the 6th form joined 
them and in total St Mary’s managed to walk 403 km 
over the Lentern period! 

Although donations werent the inspiration this year 
and raising awareness was our focus, if you would like 
to donate you can do so here  

https://cafod.enthuse.com/pf/stmarys/post/2994189


“They found the stone 
rolled away from the 
tomb, but when they 
went in, they didn’t 
find the body of the 

Lord Jesus”

LUKE 24:2-3

May the Angels protect you
May the sadness forget you
May goodness surround you
May Jesus always bless you.

Happy Easter



History Department
Norman castle models

Ms. Stoneley and Mrs Doherty would like to say a massive well done to year 7 for all the hard work and effort 
that has gone into their Norman motte & bailey castle models. We have been super impressed with all of the 
submissions this year but particularly the amazing work from Toby, Will, Keira, Emily, Madison  and Joshua. 
Keep up the fantastic work year 7!

MFL Department
Morrocan school partnership

The French department is happy to announce their new partnership with Laouamra Junior High School in 
Larache, Morocco. We had our first online meeting with Miss Alami Kammouri (English Teacher at the school) 
and are excited to start online projects with our students soon to learn more about each other’s cultures, tradi-
tions and school life. It is our plan to organise a trip to Morocco with our French GCSE students next year, so 
that they can experience a French-speaking country first-hand.  The French department is also looking forward 
to their upcoming collaboration with the Art department, where we want to experience and express language 
through art with our students.
Any questions about the Morocco trip or the French/Art project? Come and speak to Mr Le Normand, Mr Forbes, 
Miss Aissatou or Miss Rossbach!

Durkheim - Social solidarity Durkheim - Social solidarity 

the idea of a well-integrated functioning society where all members have 
been socialised into its shared norms and values. How connected people 
feel to one another in societ

What is social solidarity? Durkheim argued solidarity is significant because it is 
a necessary component of a functioning civilization 
and a necessary component of a fulfilling human life.

how society holds together
what ties the individual to the society 

these two form mechanical solidarity 
and organic solidarity

Types of social solidarity

Mechanical solidarity = solidarity resulting from similarity 
= social integration of members of a society who have 
common values and beliefs which form a ‘collective 
conscience’ in order to cause them to cooperate. It 
constrains people to think and act alike An example = we 
all wear similar clothes to show we are a team

Organic solidarity = solidarity resulting from 
difference - social integration that occurs out of the 
need of individuals for one another’s services. In 
organic solidarity, society focuses on implementing 
uniform rules on everyone. An example = we all play 
different parts in netball

Social solidarity in education

He believes that in education children can learn to see 
themselves as part of a bigger picture and figure out 
that people should work together for common goals. 
School ensures social rules regardless of relationships 
and friendships, learning to interact within a set of rules 
is learning how to function in society - this is important 
as it limits deviance. 
He believed that by explaining why punishments were 
given to rule breakers, children would learn self-
discipline due to their fear of punishment and as well as 
being able to see the damage their deviant behaviour did to the group as a whole

Evaluation

Too focused on the positive effects of interdependence. Can be argued 
that the division of Labour has broken down the average family’s ability 
to be self-sufficient if they wanted to. It is pretty impossible to sustain a 
family as an individual
Marxists argue that this theory relies on the belief that society is structured 
in a way to be beneficial to its members. Marxists see the division of Labour 
as harmful to the individual as they argue the capitalistic structure of our 
society with the bourgeoisie exploiting the proletariat forces them to submit 
to the Labour market or risk not being able to survive on their own 

Durkheim theory relies on how societies tie themselves together through the 
idea of mechanical and organic solidarity. These ideas are practical in 
explaining the shift in society he experienced during the late industrial 
revolution. However, there is an issue with his theory, particularly the division of 
Labour which may contain detrimental optimism 

Conclusion 

Ms Woods is very impressed with the work our 
yr 12 Sociology students have been doing on 
Social Solidarity which they have turned into 
posters 

Social Scienes Department
Sociology

Poster by Andreea D Yr 12 



The Arc has had a fantastic term with lots of visitors 
and we are extremely  proud of our students and all 
that they have achieved. Alisa and Coral both worked 
together to design an alternative cover for the world 
book day competition and won a lovely Easter egg 
and book! We have also been learning about electric-
ity and magnets in our science lessons and created 
our own electromagnet. 
Finally our term has ended nicely with a Lockett visit 
to harrison park. We are so lucky to live in such a 
beautiful community and love to enjoy all wallasey 
has to offer!

The Arc
Another successful term

The Library
World Book Day Competitions

The competitions involved designing an alternative front cover for a favourite book or writing a short story that 
began with the line ‘Have you ever had a secret?’. There was also the annual competition arranged by World 
Book Day itself that asked students to design a WBD token. Prizes were awarded to the best entries and Arbor 
points given to each entrant.  The winners and runner-ups were as follows:

Front Cover Competition Winner - Skye D (Yr9) with a beautifully bright alternative cover to Persona 5.
Runners-up - Jacob G (Yr7) with a skilled and neat alternative cover to Clone Wars and Coral S (Y7) with a 
gorgeously designed alternative cover to The Sad Ghost Club.

Short Story Competition Winner - Toby P (Yr7) with a chilling story about a child and their sister.
Runners-up - Madison G (Yr7) with a brilliant re-write of Snow White from the Evil Queen’s perspective and 
Freya S-F (Yr10) with a terrifying story about the daughter of a serial killer. 

Each student won an Easter egg, a World Book day book and a Freddo (with the winners each having two 
Freddos and a larger egg!)



As part of the Inspire Opportunities we want to give our young people high quality experiences beyond class-
room lessons that will enable them to make the right choices. Year 10 had a very emotive day exploring knife 
crime and the issues that arise from this cause.
We started the day with Danny’s Place, a charity that facilitates talks to schools, youth organisations and the 
probation sector about the ripple effect knife crime can have. They  addressed the whole year on the impact 
of losing a loved one to knife crime. The year group then split into smaller groups and followed a carousel of 
sessions. These  were facilitated by Merseyside police, The Paul Lavelle Foundation discussing domestic 
violence the Anthony Walker Foundation discussing hate crimes and racism an will also had Robert Jackson  
an accident and emergency Clinical Nurse, who  discussed the issues and impact surrounding Knife crime.  

As part of our St Mary’s Careers Programme, we ran 
three days of challenges with Inspirational Learning 
Group during National Careers Week for year 7, 8 
and 12. They delivered a series of workshops based 
around developing employability skills that included; 
team building, communication, marketing and superb
presentation skills. 
Working in teams, Year 7 students were tasked with 
developing a promotional campaign that would
encourage a local transport firm or their local author-

Inspire Opportunities
Knife crime sessions

Inspire Opportunities
Enterprise day

ity to adapt their vehicles to hydrogen fuel. During the 
day, students identified a suitable transport provider 
before exploring the benefits of Hydrogen for Mobil-
ity to both their chosen client, the local population and 
the environment to create a persuasive and engaging 
marketing campaign.
Sponsored by Airbus, the largest aeronautics and 



space company in Europe, Year 8 students were 
challenged in the future of aviation technology. 
Drawing inspiration from the broad range of products 
and services offered and their innovative concept 
aircraft, students were asked to create a concept for an 
Airline of the Future which would operate a zero-
emission fleet. Students had to consider the target 
market and USP of their airline, before developing a 
plan to reduce the carbon footprint of their proposed 
new service. Students were also asked to consider 
how they could recruit new employees into their 
airline in a fully inclusive way.  The winning teams from 
the year 7 and 8 year groups will be  will representing 
the College at the National Enterprise Challenge in the 
summer term with Dragons’ Den star Theo Paphitis. 

Drama Department
Connections performance

Social Sciences Department
Sociology

On Friday, our Y13 Sociology students enjoyed an 
intensive revision workshop at the Odeon Cinema in 
the Trafford Centre. The ‘Grade Booster Event’, ran by 
Katie and Duncan from Tutor2U, was filled with exam 
techniques, knowledge recall activities, analysis and 
application skills, and competitions with students from 
other sixth forms from around the North West. 
As always, our students represented St Mary’s impec-
cably, with teachers from other sixth forms praising 
their enthusiasm and maturity. 

Year 12 and 13 Performing Arts students performed 
“Tuesday” by Alison Carr as part of the National 
Theatre’s Connections project. The 2023 project which 
sees  young people stage brand new plays. 
The performance was watched by proud family and 
friends as well as Tom Bellerby, a National Theatre 
associate director. In April, our students will perform 
again at The Lowry Theatre, Salford Quays as part of 
the Connections festival there. This is a wonderful 
opportunity for our students to experience and explore 
brand-new writing and also perform in a prestigious 
professional venue.  



Coming up for the rest of the year
We have still got plenty to pack into the rest of the year.  Space, acids and alkalis and energy re-
sources are just some of the topics that our key stage 3 students have to look forward to.

Performing Arts Department
London trip





DT Department
F1 in schools success!

On Wednesday 15th March, Mr. Roberts took nine year 9 students who have been participating in the F1 in 
Schools Challenge since June ‘22, to the North West Regional Finals at the University of Bolton. Twice a week, 
after school on Mondays and Wednesdays, the teams have met and learnt about the challenge itself, all the 
criteria to compete, the need to raise sponsorship and awareness. Students were given guest lessons by our 
Head of Department Mr Griffiths on 3D Drawing & Rendering, and Clay Modelling. Mr Crawford gave lessons 
on Fluid Dynamics and Aerodynamics, and Miss McKeown on Business and Project Management.  The teams 
learnt how to use 3D design software, engineering and technical drawing plus  so much more. Also, each team 
member had their own designated role, such as Team Manager, Design Engineer, Technical Engineer, etc. and 
they stepped up to the challenge in every way.

Their journey has been an amazing team effort with collaboration across different departments with different 
expertises, and these 9 students, who remained from an original program of 18, who beat 35 other students to 
be part of the program, got to experience something that only one other school on the Wirral participates in - the 
F1 in Schools Regional Finals.

In partnership with Aston University in Birmingham as our Manufacturing partner, our teams designed their cars 
and raced them at these finals. The day included being scored on giving verbal presentations on their engineer-
ing and enterprise portfolios, their display boards, the scrutineering of their designs and the manufacturing of 
their cars and then the race itself. The total race time was made up by the speed of the car and reaction time.

We competed in the Development Class against a total of 13 race teams. There were two teams in the Entry 
Class and two in the Professional Class, making a total of 17 teams overall. We were one of only three teams 
from year 9. We also competed against a University team and a couple of 6th form teams.



Fastest Car Winners (Development Class) - Team Kachow (Isaak M, Nathan R. Laughlin L)
With great pride and amazement, team Kachow led from early on in the day as the fastest car with Isaak as 
the ‘driver’. Their car led by 0.002 seconds throughout the day and while we knew we were winning, we didn’t 
know the final result until the car underwent post-race scrutineering. So during the awards ceremony, when our 
name was announced, we celebrated! The car finished 1st in Development Class and 2nd out of all Classes, 
being narrowly beaten by a professional class car from a University.

Judges Award (All Classes) - Team Heatwave
(Leyton L, Runa S-S, Thomas M, Kyle Jeffs) and Team Kachow.
The Judges Award is an award based on an holistic approach of how teams and individuals conduct them-
selves on the day. They base it on confidence of speaking, attitude around the arena, support of their team-
mates, how they socialise with other schools, and much more. Out of the 17 teams, there were three nominees 
and both our teams made the three.

Team Hydras (Sian E, Iestyn E) after losing a team member, were unable to compete on the day but their 
resilience and dedication has been unmatched and they did a great job as pit crew and assistants on the day.

Mr. Roberts told us “To go to the finals with the 
expectation that this was a learning experience, with all 
students tasked with giving it their very best and to 
absorb the environment so they can be better next 
year, and to then come away with two awards, is just a 
dream. I cannot put into words just how proud of them I 
am and of how well they did in representing the school 
and making other schools and official F1 team staff 
take note of who we are.
With our new connection with Aston University and 
LJMU coming on board next season, along with a new 
network of colleagues from other schools, this program 
is going to slowly expand and become a real beacon for 
the school and community”.



English Department
Curriculum updates 

This half term, we have welcomed local author, 
Julie Lamin who has been doing some narrative 
writing workshops with our Year 10 students. Earlier 
this week she presented an assembly to share with 
them the celebration of the birthday of Oscar Romero. 
Oscar Romero was an inspiration for her novel and our 
students found it fascinating to discover those links. 
Julie Lamin has given all of the 40 students who 
attended the workshops a signed copy of her novel. 
We are looking forward to doing some more work with 
Julie in the summer term with our KS3 students.

During our second spring term, our year 7 students 
have been learning about Greek Myths and focusing 
on the story of King Minos and his “half man, half bull” 
Minotaur. Students have analysed the language used 
within the short myth and discussed how Theseus is a 
heroic and brave warrior for defeating the “powerful” 
and “savage” wild beast. 

Year 7

Above: Mark R (Yr7) writing a response on how Theseus is a brave character as he defeated the Minotaur

Year 8
To mark Valentine’s Day, students in year 8 have reading and annotate love poetry and the different types of 
love. Students have learnt about how self- confidence and self-love for themselves, whilst also looking at the 
theme of love for a partner or a parent.  Students have read Lord Bryon’s poem When We Two Parted, which 
discusses the bitterness he has for his ex-lover, who he had an affair with. The speaker within the poem is left 
feeling resentful towards his lover, as she fails to commit herself to him. 
 

Year 9’s have actively reviewing World Fiction, analysing extracts that relate to places around the world, explor-
ing different ethnicities, religions and cultures. Students have learned the importance of acknowledging and 
respecting these groups of individuals by exploring their living conditions, surroundings and attitudes towards 
life. 

Year 11 have just finished their last mock exams before their GCSEs start in May. Students have been working 
exceptionally hard by revising both language and literature within lessons. Students are showing dedication 
towards their studies and good knowledge of the examination assessment objectives. All students are welcome 
to intervention sessions after school and during the Easter holidays. 

 

Year 9

Year 11



Art Department
Freedom quilt printing

ICT Department
Raspberry Pi

In celebration of British Science and STEM week 
running from the 10th – 19th March, all KS3 pupils in  
Computing undertook an activity which saw them 
program a Raspberry Pi computer on the International 
Space Station. The programs were written to code the 
‘Astro PI’  with  an image of their choice, with a changing 
background.
All these programs have now been submitted and pupils 
now await their certificates, which will also show where 
above the earth the ISS was when it ran their program.

This half term, Year 8 have been learning about print and making their own freedom quilt as a class. They have 
been learning about the geometric patterns of the pieces and their emotive origins in the American slave trade. 
These quilts were embedded with a kind of code, so that by reading the shapes and motifs sewn into the design, 
an enslaved person on the run could know the area’s immediate dangers or even where to head next. Students 
firstly designed their own codes and then set about printing them onto large pieces of fabric using either disperse 
dyes or two colour, poly-tile printing. 



College Canteen
Menu updates 

Our delicious lunchtime menus are changing. From the 17th 
of April students can enjoy a variety of healthy new dishes 
with the same nurtitional benefits as before..





St John Plessington Catholic College 31 March 2023

CAREERS BULLETIN #16

JOB OF THE WEEK  - PARAMEDIC

The NHS have hundreds of different roles within their organisation and are undertaking a major recruitment drive at 

the moment. Paramedics respond to emergency calls and play a crucial role as part of the health service provided 

in this country. 

Find out more by watching Nicola’s story below:

https://icould.com/stories/nicola-p/

Apprenticeships – Year 11

Arnold Clark (car/van hire) – Customer Service Apprenticeship – Liverpool

https://apprenticeships.arnoldclark.com/job/apprentice-customer-service-advisor-30662.aspx

Various engineering apprenticeships (mainly Level 3): 

https://www.findapprenticeship.service.gov.uk/apprenticeship/1000123827

 

https://www.findapprenticeship.service.gov.uk/apprenticeship/1000123827

 

https://www.findapprenticeship.service.gov.uk/apprenticeship/1000131396

 

https://www.findapprenticeship.service.gov.uk/apprenticeship/1000143725

 

https://www.findapprenticeship.service.gov.uk/apprenticeship/1000133182

 

https://www.findapprenticeship.service.gov.uk/apprenticeship/1000142325

Year 12-13 Apprenticeships

Royal Air Force Logistics Webinar 

RAF ‘Logistics’ involves working in areas that keep RAF personnel moving. If this is of interest to you, please find the 

link below to a webinar taking place on March 29th from 3pm to 4pm. You will hear about the different roles and 

what it’s like to be an apprentice with the RAF.

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_HezEopdSRdS1br0PUhlN9w
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Extra Curricular
Clubs & interventions

Monday
Guitar Orchestra • Reading Intervention • Football • Trampolining • Dodgeball • Book Club • SMCC 
Drama Performance Club • Dance Club • Geography Club
Tuesday
Art Club • Choir • Football • Trampolining • Dodgeball • Chess & Board Games Club • Dance Club • 
Chaplaincy Mass • History Club
Wednesday
Art Club • Senior Choir • Maths Homework Club • Writing Club • Football • Trampolining • Dodgeball • 
Dance Club • Science STEM Club • Drama Club • Faith in Action
Thursday
Art Club • Choir • Football • Trampolining • Dodgeball • French Grammar Clinic • KS5 Drama Co • 
Dance Club • Faith in Action
Friday
KS5 Literature Club • Football • Trampolining • Dodgeball • French Culture Society • Animal Care 
Club • Drama Club • Dance Club • Eco Leaders Club

  Lunchtime Sessions 1-1.35pm

  After School Sessions 3-4pm

Monday
Art Club • Maths Intervention • Basketball • French Drama Club • A Level Chemistry Intervention • DT/
Engineering Intervention • DT Formula 1 Club • Debate Club • Health & Social Coursework Support • 
ICT/Computing study Support • Senior Dance • RE Homework Support 
Wednesday
Business Coursework Support • Maths A Level Intervention • English A Level Intervention • Rugby • 
DT Formula 1 Club • DT/Engineering • Murder Mystery Club • Health & Social Coursework Support  
• Childcare Coursework Support • ICT/Computing-Raspberry Pi • Drama Connections Rehearsals • 
Drama Coursework Support • RE Revision & Master Class • English Intervention
Thursday
English Intervention • Girls & Boys Football • Engineering Coursework Support • Harry Potter Club • 
Junior Dance Club • RE Revision and Study Skills • DT/Engineering Intervention
Friday
A Level Biology Intervention • GCSE Chemistry Intervention • GCSE Physics Intervention • Drama 
College Show Rehearsals • Faith in Action Community Group 

More information including room numbers and year groups can be found on our website here 
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Key College Dates
Upcoming dates to remember

Monday 17th April 2023
ALL students return. 
Saturday 22nd April 2023
Family Charity Walk- The Wirral Way
Year 11 English revision session
Monday 1st May 2023 
College closed - Bank Holiday
Wednesday 3rd-5th May 2023
Year 9 Soli House-Residential retreat
Saturday 6th May 2023
Year 11 Maths revision session
Monday 8th May 2023
College closed - Bank Holiday
(Coronation of King Charles III)
Monday 22nd May 2023
Mental Health Week
Thursday 25th May 2023
Year 7 Parents Evening (3.30-6.45pm)
Friday 26th May 2023
Half Term begins
Monday 5th June 2023
ALL students return.

Nylah Y, Wilf P, Megan L, Aden S, Sian P, Avinay L

Tyler K, Jessie H, Emma B, Tan H, Ruby W, Rhossy H, Anastasia C, Jake A             

Hope D, Harry H, Eve B, Christopher K, Lucas H, Lily P, Harry W, 

Raphael P, Minnie W, Riley, Ebony R, Bruce W, Leighton J, Tristan A, Ruby D, Wiktor B, Lexi K, 

Jack J

Erika M, Hayden K, Katie W, Anna H, G.Barker,  

Lucia M, Bella C

Year 7

Year 8 

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

6th Form

Hot Chocolate Friday
Pupils recognised for achievment


